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The cacophony of sound erupted as the bus departed Bucknell Street even though             

the sun was barely shining through.  

 

While our initial knowledge of the excursion was passed on by peers, the intrepid              

students of Year 4, 5 and 6 were about to embark on the adventure of a lifetime and                  

gain their own first hand experience of the Nation’s Capital.  

 

After picking up the Warialda crew, we ventured from Kamilaroi, through to Wiradjuri,             

before entering the Ngunawal country. 

 

Day 1 = 14 hours on a bus, 4 movies, 5 toilet stops and an amazing group of kids who                      

suddenly came back to life as soon as we rolled into the Sundown Villas Resort (Our                

home away from home). 

 

Day 2 = Looking spiffy in our school uniforms, we were raring to attend both new and                  

old Parliament House, to continue learning about the federal level of government.            

Highlights were meeting our local member Mark Coulton, role playing passing a bill             

through the senate, how voting is done and sitting where our constitutional forefathers             

sat in Parliament. Finishing the day at the science wonderland, QUESTACON.  

 

Day 3 = Saw us rising before the first rooster crowed. After driving by viewing of all                  

the different embassies and high commision residences (U.S.A Embassy is the size of             

a small country), we had a walking tour of the Australian Mint, watching the              

manufacturing of the coins we use in everyday life. The War Memorial was our next               

stop. WOW! 

 

We had the entire afternoon at The Australian War Memorial. What an amazing             

experience for our students and teachers.  

We were lucky enough to meet veteran Al Bridges who shared his first hand              

experiences of being a helicopter pilot in the Vietnam War. We are so very thankful for                

each and every person who has fought and who is still fighting for our wonderful               

country! What an honour it is to be Australian! 
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Day 4 = National Dinosaur Museum was our second stop after the amazing              

Cockington Green Gardens. The National Dinosaur Museum exhibition follows the          

evolution of life, with a particular focus on Dinosaurs. It is Australia's largest             

permanent display of prehistoric specimens. We learned so many interesting facts           

about most Dinosaur species. Did you know that there has been 21 Dinosaur species              

found in Australia?  

 

Day 5 = Government House, National Museum of Australia, CSIRO, National Capital             

Exhibition and the National Gallery of Australia. What a jam packed day full of              

informative tours. Some of our highlights include meeting the Governor General Sir            

Peter Cosgrove and exploring the art at the gallery. Did you know, CSIRO are              

developing a clear solar panel to be used on windscreens and windows.  

 

Day 6 = Road trip home! With our bags already packed the night before, we were                 

roaring and ready to go (well some anyway!). We stopped for morning tea in Cowra to                

stretch our legs and have a bite to eat! After a long 2.5 hours of karaokes we stopped                  

for lunch in Dubbo. When we finally reached Moree we were greeted with Dominoes              

Pizza for dinner. What an amazing way to end our trip! Our dinner was provided by                

the generosity of Denise and Jeff Pfeiffer from Dernancourt South Australia.  

  
 

 

 

 
The Aboriginal Memorial is an installation of 200 hollow log coffins from            

Central Arnhem Land. It commemorates all the indigenous people who, since           

1788, have lost their lives defending their land. The artists who created this             

installation intended that it be located in a public place where it could be              

preserved for future generations. 
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The staff and students would like to thank all those who have 
made our excursion possible but more importantly, we would like 
to thank the students for their contribution to our Canberra 
Adventure. If you haven’t done so already, please like our 
Canberra Facebook page.  

Miss Andrews, Mrs McMillan and Mr Myers. 

 


